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The new proLine washing machine from Schulthess revolutionises the washing experience
It’s never been easier to save time, cut costs and protect the environment while 
getting more laundry done: The new proLine from Schulthess gives a boost to 
laundry washing. With the fastest washing programmes currently available, you 
can manage up to 500 more laundry loads each year. Thanks to perfectly aligned 
programmes, you save electricity and water with every wash. These high-quality 
industrial appliances for professionals are as robust and durable as ever. Swiss 
quality that pays off.

The Game Changer.
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W65 7 kg 65 l

W80 9 kg 80 l

W100 11 kg 100 l

14 kg/18 kg  
available as of
3rd quarter 2021

For new washing records with guaranteed hygiene
The latest generation of our state-of-the-art commercial and industrial appliances 
has been adapted to sector-specific needs. Professional cleaning is guaranteed 
because of the multilingual operation panel and profiClean programmes. With 
wetClean, for example, you have a cost-effective and environmentally friendly 
alternative to dry cleaning, and germs have no chance thanks to disinfection 
programmes.

Bring a top professional 
into your team.

All models are  

available as  

digitally connected!*

* Ask your advisor which digital 
solutions will be available and 
from when.



The new generation of  
machines in an overview.
‘Expert’ key features

Fastest washing programmes: save time and money;  

large quantities of laundry and more loads in less time

Swiss quality: durable, robust and low-maintenance

24 freely programmable positions: save specific programmes  

for perfect washing results every time

Most efficient technology:  

low energy consumption

Simple touch operation: same user interface  

as on any other Schulthess appliance

All models are available as digitally connected

‘Expert+’ key features
The Professional version also includes the following additional features:

wetClean: environmentally friendly, gentle laundry care 

Disinfection programmes + hygiene monitoring: hygienic,  

clean and germ-free laundry – without fail

Favourites: sorted by popularity and making everyday life  

easier at the touch of a finger

profiClean group: predefined user-specific programmes  

to make things simpler

Quickwash: freshen up wrinkled or  

newly bought clothes in 15 minutes



‘Expert+’ key features

Fastest drying programmes:  

saving time and money

With exact moisture measurement:  

reliable, optimal drying  

Most efficient technology:  

optimised waste heat recovery, low energy consumption

Integrated Schulthess operating concept:  

operation and cleaning with maximum comfort

Save time and money
with our dryer perfectly 

matched to the washing 
machines.

*available as of 3rd quarter 2021

Every professional  
needs a perfect partner.
It’s all about drying
No matter how efficient powerful washing machines are, if the laundry builds 
up in front of the dryers, the time advantage is gone. Therefore new dryers are 
also a part of the new proLine generation from Schulthess. These professional 
dryers also boast speed and great savings potential. Benefits in an overview:

D200 11 kg*



We’ll be happy 

to advise you.
Please contact us.

schulthess.ch

Sales
0844 880 880
sales@schulthess.ch

Schulthess Maschinen AG
Landstrasse 37
8633 Wolfhausen

With our experience in ecological and efficient washing solutions, we can provide 
you with expert support and advise you on your ideal new appliance. Just call us or 
send us an email.

Our professional expertise 
at your disposal.


